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Abstract
The article characterizes logical method of comparison as an object of scientific 

research i.e. definition of it has been given, the method’s aims have been mentioned, 
classifications and types of comparison have been listed. An example of violation of 
the comparative method application in the Internet discussions devoted to fiction 
pieces analyses has been considered. The subject of the Internet discussion has been 
accusations of plagiarism and chauvinistic objections to the necessity of Russian-
speaking literature translation into Ukrainian.
Purpose: The purpose of the article is to characterize comparative method as an ob-

ject for the research. Based on specific sample material to analyze facts of manipu-
lation with information through the violation of comparative method application 
within the Internet discussion.

Material and methods: Comparative method has been used in the article – two po-
ems’ texts (Samuil Marshak’s poem “The Absentminded Fellow from Baseynaya 
Street” in Russian and Ivan Malkovych’s poem “The Absentminded Fellow” in 
Ukrainian have been compared; the content of the Internet discussion comments 
has been compared as well. Content and formal features correspondence in terms 
of the “plagiarism”, “free literary translation”, “literary borrowing” concepts have 
been analyzed. Deductive method has been applied in the form of logical conclu-
sion based on the integrity of the analyzed facts.

Results: Comparison of poems according to formal scheme of poetic piece and their anal-
yses allowed refuting of plagiarism accusations and prove relation of Ivan Malkovych’s 
poem to the category of literary borrowings – in this very case – to free translation.

The article is an example-attempt of scientific well-grounded refutation of information 
manipulations during Internet discussions, whose aim is to activate negative emotions 
of average uncritical philistine being unaware of literary work and history of literature.
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Conclusions: In the sphere of information security the comparative method is both 
a means of informational aggression (in case of violation of comparison rules ap-
plication) and anti-manipulation means (if the comparison rules are followed).
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Introduction
Comparison is one of the main scientific research methods and people 

can’t go without it in their everyday life. Cognition of the surrounding world 
mostly depends on the level of perfection in how one can apply this method, 
which TV advertising demonstrates in quite a vivid way and which has been 
considered by Stanisław Flejterski and Jan K. Solarz: “Is an Eskimo having 
two dogs rich or poor? you don’t know, as you don’t have anything to compare 
with” (Flejterski & Solarz, 2015, p. 7).

Comparison has been the subject for the following scientific works: within 
general scientific methodology – the works of Jerzy Apanowicz, Marian 
Cieślarczyk; in the sciences on national security – the works of Józef Buczyński, 
Tadeusz Jemioło, Andrzej Dawidczyk (Jemioło & Dawidczyk, 2008, p. 53), 
Tomasz Kacała (Kacała, 2012); within political science methods the comparative 
one has been considered by Radosław Żydok; in the context of comparative 
financial sphere – Stanisław Flejterski and Jan K. Solarz; in Comparative Law 
studies Roman A. Tokarczyk (Tokarczyk, 2008) and others.

With the society becoming more involved in computer network 
communication, transfer of scientific discussions to the Internet, practice of 
logical methods application also transfers to the area of information. With the 
development of science knowledge of research methods themselves develop 
as well – their use is every time becoming more and more professional and 
demanding in reference to special knowledge availability. At the same time, 
actual experience of information manipulations doesn’t only disappear, but 
also increases, unfortunately, through the violation of logical research methods 
application – this is often the base for informational and psychological wars, 
which easily grasp the Internet. Comparative method is one of the most 
widely spread ways of information manipulations in Internet communication 
and also one the main means to reveal such manipulations.
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We can state that today Internet is overloaded with informational 
manipulations. Also, the number of works on their detection both by 
particular researchers and in specialized issues of scientific editions is 
increasing (see Fedor, 2015). Imran Awan reveals technology of how the 
Internet and social media become a virtual field to enhance extremist views  
– to produce hatred on the Internet (Awan, 2017). Tatiana Bonch-
Osmolovskaya analyzes strategies of informational resistance in the 
struggle against Russia’s state propaganda machine (Bonch-Osmolovskaya, 
2015). Sofiia Sokolova illustrates an attempt to uncover the informational 
manipulation technology in Wikipedia (Sokolova, 2017). The researches of 
Olga Bogolyubova and others prove that psychopathy is a unique prognostic 
factor of being involved to harmful behavior on the Internet and Facebook 
and their users with certain dark personality features possess identifiable 
linguistic characteristics (Bogolyubova et al., 2018).

The goal of the following article is to analyze facts of information 
manipulation through violations of comparative method rules applications 
within Internet discussions on a specific example.

Comparative Method as an Object  
of Investigation

Comparison is understood as a process of thinking or logical method of 
research, whose aim is to identify similarities and discrepancies of the subject, 
phenomena, process through correlation with other objects, phenomena, 
processes (Cieślarczyk, 2006, p. 51). The comparative method is also called 
an analogy.

According to Jan K. Solarz, the subjects of comparison can be both 
quantitative and qualitative objects and even the methods themselves 
(Table 1). In general, the following can be compared (Flejterski & Solarz, 
2015, p. 15):
  objects of comparison,
  their properties, which can be compared,
  the comparative method itself,
  the comparative’s method aim,
  results of comparison.
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Table 1. 
Comparison of quantitative and qualitative cognition methods.

Aspect of Comparison Quantitative Methods Qualitative Methods

Goal Measuring Understanding 

Theory Hypothesis Refutation Theory Formation

Data Apt and Exact Subjective 

Procedure Exact and Organized Chaotic and Non-Structured

Sample Large to Medium Small

Representativeness Controlled and Obtainable Absence of Representativeness 

Statistic credibility High Incompletely Controllable

Cognitive Meaning Often Law Sometimes High

Source: (Flejterski & Solarz, 2015, p. 18).

The goals of comparative method application, in Józef Buczyński’s opinion, 
are as follows:
1) to understand and interpret certain facts, events;
2) to hierarchize these phenomena;
3)  to foresee quantitative and qualitative development of the phenomena in 

a perspective context;
4)  to form relations between all phenomena consciously, rationally and 

systematically (Buczyński, 2011, p. 59).

Generalizing scientific sources on the topic we can define the following 
classifications and types of comparison:
1. According to the subject of comparison (Buczyński, 2011, p. 62):

1.1.  Institutional comparison – is the choice of, for instance, similar 
objects.

1.2. Functional comparison – is the choice of similar functions.
2. According to the way of comparison:

2.1. Comparison of objects to each other.
2.2.  Comparison of objects (parameters or facts) to socially accepted 

standards. For quantitative and qualitative comparison of objects 
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with socially accepted standards Jerzy Apanowicz suggested the 
following scale of comparison (Apanowicz, 2002, pp. 26-27) (choice 
of the scale’s level depends on the research’s goal):
2.2.1.  comparison to norms and standards peculiar for certain 

scientific discipline, organization or structure, i.e. theoretical 
and physical models of specific peculiarities and properties;

2.2.2.  comparison to standards, which define desirable state and 
intensiveness of this phenomena or properties; to methods and 
principles of managerial procedures and other parameters.

3.  According to comparison time period:
3.1.  Synchronous comparison (from the Greek συν – “in common” and 

χρονος – “time”) – suggests comparison of objects in one period of 
time development (horizontal cut view): on the contemporary stage 
or in certain historical period.

3.2.  Diachronic comparison (from the Greek δια – “through”, “throughout” 
and χρονος – “time”) – comparison of objects which existed or exist 
under the same conditions in different historical periods; it is mostly 
applied according to historical sequence of these periods. According 
to Józef Buczyński, it is a manifestation of the so called descriptive 
(factual) function of the research process which allows revealing the 
state of system based on original platform. It means that comparison 
aims to find an answer to the question “How did it use to be and how 
is it now?” (Buczyński, 2011, pp. 58-59).

It is necessary to use comparative method carefully and attentively, keeping 
to the following key principles:
a) to compare similar, corresponding phenomena,
b) to detect not only similarities, but also differences,
c)  to compare mostly essential properties (peculiarities) of the researched 

phenomena (Cieślarczyk, 2006, p. 51).

The comparative method is widely used in different scientific spheres and 
for some of them it is even the main one; the following spheres are traditionally 
mentioned (the list is not complete):
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  Comparative Philosophy – is a comparative study of philosophical 
traditions: schools, doctrines, systems etc.

  Comparative Literature – compares literary pieces belonging to 
literature of different nations as well as influences and dependence 
in literature;

  Comparative-historical Linguistics (Genetic Linguistics, Comparative 
Linguistics) considers development of related languages and explains 
changes which have taken place in them. Jan Such, Małgorzata Szcześniak 
emphasize that with the help of this method different languages or different 
historical phenomena both existing and secondary are compared (Such  
& Szcześniak, 2000, p. 15);

  Comparative Law considers similarities and discrepancies in law 
systems of certain states. In scientific literature there are Constitutional 
Law, Comparative Criminal law and others.

Stanisław Flejterski and Jan K. Solarz name such branches as: Comparative 
Finances, Comparative Research in State Policy, Comparative Political 
Studies, comparative research of social sciences and comparative research of 
cultures (Flejterski & Solarz, 2015).

The subject of the Internet-Discussion:  
Two Poems and One Plot

Social networks have become a fruitful field for information manipulations. 
Use of short emotional remarks in the social networks promotes spreading of 
unproven manipulation schemes. In this article a poster named “The peak of 
patriotic decrepitude” from Facebook network spread by one of the users has 
been analyzed (Screenshot 1).

Gleb Lyashenko, the poster’s author, presents two columns – a poem in 
Russian by the Soviet poet Samuil Marshak “The Absentminded Fellow from 
Baseynaya Street” (Marshak: Vot kakoy rasseyannyy) and its free Ukrainian 
translation, performed by Ivan Malkovych (Malkovych: Otakyy rozzyava). 
The author accompanies the poems supposed to be compared by his own 
comment: “The peak of patriotic decrepitude. Attention! It’s not a joke. Poor 
Samuil Jakovlevich is turning over in his tomb”.
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Screenshot 1.

Source: (Lyashenko, 2017).

In his comments to the poster readers sharing the author’s anti-Ukrainian 
temper resent plagiarism in different ways and speak up in quite humiliating 
way regarding the free translation’s author and Ukrainian culture in general. 
Main claims can be formulated in the following way:

Ivan Malkovych’s poem is a plagiarism,
neither this one, nor all other translations of Russian literature have no 

right to exist, as Russian has been and should be understandable for everybody 
– everyone should know it.

Difference between Plagiarism and Literary 
Borrowing

To find out weather Gleb Lyashenko applied comparative method to 
Samuil Marshak’s “The Absentminded Fellow from Baseynaya Street” and 
Ivan Malkovych’s “The Absentminded Fellow” correctly it’s necessary, first of 
all, to define generally accepted terminology clearly.
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The main accusation is of Ivan Malkovych’s plagiarism. That’s why 
definition of “plagiarism” as a term is worth considering.

In national legal sphere there is the following definition of plagiarism. 
Ukrainian lawmaker in Article 50 of The Law of Ukraine “On Author’s Right 
and Related Rights” provides the following definition of plagiarism: “plagiarism 
is promulgation (publication), completely or partly of someone’s else work under 
the name of a person who isn’t the author of this work” (Zakon Ukrayiny, 1993).

Let’s give definition which is common in international scientific sphere. 
Committee on Publications Ethics (COPE), an international organization 
authoritative in the scientific field whose mission is to promote spreading best 
techniques of scientific publications ethics and which creates recommendations-
samples for scientific publishing houses, considers plagiarism as involving 
texts fragments (large of small) and/or data of someone’s else work without 
mentioning real author and presenting ones under the name of a person who 
is not their author (Wager, 2013). Besides, COPE doesn’t even prove of self-
plagiarism as well.

Immediately after the title “The Absentminded Fellow” the poem contains 
the following comment in all publications: “I. Malkovych after S. Marshak. 
Free translation from Russian”. Consequently, we come to the conclusion that 
accusations of Ivan Malkovych of plagiarism are groundless, because this 
poem has never been published without reference to its original source.

Ivan Malkovych himself, telling story about composing the free translation 
informs, that he had been writing the poem for about 1-2 years, starting from 
about 1992 and when he was writing it, the name of Leningrad (the town was 
later renamed Saint Petersburg) mentioned in the original source disappeared. 
It was the very moment when Malkovych understood that he had to make  
a translation-travesty (Ivan Malkovych). As Oleksii Shevnin remarked wittily, 
“…we have no chance to translate Samuil Marshk’s poem “There lived once 
such an absentminded fellow in the Baseynaya Street” into Ukrainian”. yet, 
our Ivan Malkovych has found corresponding variant, not literally precise 
one, but reflecting the poem’s spirit: “Once there lived an absentminded 
fellow – left door to the right” (Shevnin, 2016).

Malkovych has always presented his poem as free translation i.e.  
“a poem, based on motives of other person’s poetry with elements of versioning 
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elements imitation, close to translation, but different due to lack of equivalence in 
rhythmic patterns” (Literaturoznavchyy slovnyk, 2007, p. 531). Ukrainian language 
dictionary explains Ukrainian term “to re-sing” (provide free translation) as a 
verb with figurative sense “to translate poems not being seriously concerned 
about exact equivalence to the original” (Perespivuvaty, 1975, p. 284). “Re-sung” 
compositions are one of the literary borrowing types, clear definition of which 
has been presented in a reference book on literary criticism:

Borrowings in literature are the use of already known motives, plots, 
images, ideas, artistic means and techniques from other folk, mythological 
or literary sources. … To some extent, borrowings are actualized through 
free translations, stylization, application, parody, imitation namely through 
mimetic principle. If the author doesn’t take the distance to the sample of 
his borrowing in account, if he doesn’t transform it mentally in a creative 
way, doesn’t transfer it into a new artistic quality, than it’s about plagiarism 
and epigonism which discredit art, distort the sense of inter-literary relations. 
Literary borrowings are studied by theory of borrowing or the “theory of 
migratory plots”… (Literaturoznavchyy slovnyk, 2007, p. 276).

Comparison of the poems according to formal 
scheme of poem’s analyses

When comparing the poem of Samuil Marshak “The Absentminded 
Fellow from Baseynaya Street” (in Russian) and Ivan Malkovych’s “The 
Absentminded Fellow” (in Ukrainian) according to formal scheme of analyses 
traditionally applied to poetry we see that both poems belong to literature for 
children genre, they are devoted to the topic of absentmindedness: the aim of 
each composition is to expose human’s drawback with visible exaggeration. 
The main idea is to demonstrate using vivid example what an extreme absent-
mindedness may cause to a person. Main hero of both poems embodies lack 
of discipline and chaos.

According to the plot, in both texts the character first puts on clothes 
which aren’t clothes, then goes to railway station where he stays in a detached 
carriage, thinking that he’s traveling. Narration in each poem is performed 
from the third person. Such similarities of both texts could be enough for 
traditional translation.
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But Marshak wrote his poem in the first half of the xxth century – in 
1930, that’s why it completely reflects geographic and material situation 
of that time, although it is still remaining extremely popular (despite 
outdated vocabulary and toponymy). From the pragmatic point of view, it 
would have been quite inappropriate to keep to geographic-material base 
when translating the poem as it wouldn’t be understandable for children. 
That’s why Malkovych transferred the events to contemporary Ukrainian 
circumstances – his hero lives in Lviv. While in Samuil Marshak’s poem he 
intends to travel from Leningrad (now St. Petersburg) to Moscow. Due to such 
a “disguise” of the main hero Ivan Malkovych even called his free translation 
a travesty (Ivan Malkovych, 2014) (from Italian travestire – to “disguise” 
(Literaturoznavchyy slovnyk, 2007, p. 674)) – “type of humorous poetry, 
close to parody…” humorousness in travesties has been usually achieved 
by the fact that characters… have been transferred to the environment not 
peculiar to them...” (Travestiya, 1979, p. 220).

Scientist Maiia Hural has practically carried out an ordinary-scale data 
analyses based on comparison of original text and the free translation; she 
managed to distinguish and list lexemes and phrases-substitutes, grammatical 
substitutes, stylistic peculiarities of the free translation. As a result she 
summarizes that in Ivan Malkovych’s free translation “one can’t deal without 
compensatory techniques when translating complex units without their 
substitution by corresponding synonym, pronoun, periphrasis… translator 
often becomes a co-author of the text, but not its interpreter, he adds something 
from himself, something very national, Ukrainian, which encourages reader’s 
respect...” (Hural, 2016, pp. 106–108).

So, comparative consideration of the literary pieces form the point of view 
of literary criticism proves that Ivan Malkovych’s poem is a free translation, 
not a translation as it is stated in his every official publication.

Comparative Method Application  
in On-Line Discussion

At the same time, we can define that Gleb Lyashenko, the author of the 
post about Marshak and Malkovych poems comparison on Facebook, is a 
plagiarist himself as he doesn’t mention neither real name of the author, who 
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started comparing these two poems, nor the source where he has borrowed 
the comparison. As we managed to find out from the Internet sources, the 
author of the poems’ comparison is vladimir Kornilov, who calls himself a 
political scientist, journalist, publicist and TV presenter – this is a person 
with vivid anti-Ukrainian convictions, which he publicizes systematically 
particularly in his blog. S. Marshak and I. Malkovych’s poems comparison 
was published on 06.25.2012 in “Blog of Vladimir Kornilov” (Kornilov, 
2012), it was also accompanied by scornful statements addressed both to Ivan 
Malkovych and Ukrainian educational system which offers schoolchildren 
such “translations” for study. The content of the article discussion in 
comments can be summarized by words of one of the discussion participants 
aiming at Ukrainian opponents: “The very fact of existence of your Russian 
poets talentless translations is an INSULT already!” (Screenshot 2). We may 
leave this manifestation of jingoism (chauvinism) in its traditional sense 
without any comment: as an aggressive form of nationalism, which reveals 
itself through propaganda of ideas of national exclusivity and priority; 
oppression of “smaller nations”, which takes forms of, in particular, political 
oppression, cultural dominance, language assimilation or their combination 
etc. (Jingoism; Chauvinism; yas, 2013; Toftul, 2014, p. 396).

Screenshot 2.

Source: (Aleksandr, 2013).

There is no doubt that the journalist and publicist (as Vladimir Kornilov calls 
himself) is familiar with conception of literary borrowings, free translations 
and translations – that is why a problem of refutations expediency arises in 
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case when Kornilov’s comparison aim is not to perform literary analyses, 
but is rather peformed for political manipulations. In the discussion, apart 
from Ukrainophobia supporters there were participants who tried to explain 
invalidity of accusations but their ideas have remained out of consideration. 
One of them having at last understood the real goal of Kornilov’s article has 
summed up: “Only feeling pathological hatred for everything Ukrainian 
one’s exaggerating opinions may result into such a delirium, similar to your 
inventions” (Screenshot 3).

Screenshot 3.

Source: (Vladislav, 2012).

Coming back to the discussion devoted to Gleb Lyashenko’s post on 
Facebook, we see that only three people have appeared to be aware of “artistic 
literary translation” and “free translation”. They remind us that literary 
imitations are traditional for literature. A lot of examples can be given to this 
point. In particular, Ihor Buh claims, that Ivan Malkovych has never called 
himself an author and the poem is stated as free translation of S. Marshak 
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from Russian everywhere. Instead, another poem by Samuil Marshak titled 
“Humpty Dumpty” (Marshak, Shaltay-boltay) is actually a literary translation 
of the English poem, which hasn’t been stated in publications, the same is 
true for the original sources in other literary translations of Samuil Marshak 
(Screenshot 4).

Screenshot 4.

Source: (Buh, 2017).

In response to undeniable arguments of Ihor Buh his opponent Sergey 
Kurnosov just simply states: “It’s too boring to stay with you” and quits the 
discussion (Screenshot 5).

Screenshot 5.

Source: (Kurnosov, 2017).
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Among other examples of literary borrowings Facebook discussion 
participants give the following popular works:
  Ivan Krylov’s fables (1769–1844), certain plots have been borrowed 

from Jean de La Fontaine’s (1621–1695) fables (who, in his turn, 
borrowed them from Aesop (VI century B.C.), Phaedrus (20th or 15th 
year B.C. – 70th year. A.D.) and Babrius (II century A.D.);

  “The Golden Key or the Adventures or Buratino” (1936) fairy tail’s plot 
was borrowed by Aleksey Tolstoy from “The Adventures of Pinocchio” 
(1883) by Carlo Collodi;

  novel-fairy tail “The Wizard of the Emerald City” (1939) by Alexander 
Volkov is a converted version of L. Frank Baum’s “The Wonderful 
Wizard of Oz” (1900).

But this didn’t prevent other participants of the Facebook-discussion 
despite all remarks, from continuous scorning of Ukrainian language, culture 
and Ukrainians proper and with not the best vocabulary including wishes of 
death… such form of “dialogue” drives to conclusion, that the discussion’s aim 
isn’t search for truth – discussion is only an additional occasion to dishonor 
everything related to Ukraine.

What is interesting is that in both Internet-remarks (article of Vladimir 
Kornilov and Gleb Lyashenko’s post) we observe the same tendencies. 
vladimir Kornilov and Gleb Lyashenko’s followers are aggressive and don’t 
restrain themselves from Ukrainophobia-like expressions. Instead, their 
opponents call both the author of comparison and the author of the post 
either ignoramuses (Lukanov, 2017) or enemies (yaskov, 2017).

Discussion
If analyze the theme of literary borrowings in the world literature 

through comparison of literary texts in different languages – a lot of plot 
“coincidences” can be found and very often without mentioning the author 
of the original source. In particular, yuriy Vynnychuk, the writer, stresses 
peripheral nature of Russian cultural achievements when comparing to 
world literature. For example, Mikhail Bulgakov “borrowed many images 
and plot techniques” from the novel of Pierre Mac Orlan “Marguerite de 
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la nuit” (1925) and novel of Alexandre Dumas “Joseph Balsamo” (1853). 
According to y. Vynnychuk, “when reading Bulgakov an American will 
remember Mark Twain’s “The Mysterious Stranger” (1898)… A German-
speaking reader will notice plenty of reminiscences from the novel of Gustav 
Meyrink “Der Engel vom westlichen Fenster” and someone more well-read 
will be almost perplexed by amazing coincidence in “The Adventures of an 
adventurer, Hugo von Habenicht”, a classic of Hungarian literature Mór 
Jókai (1825-1904)… In short, there is a problem with Bulgakov. Eventually, 
the same can be observed with Pushkin, whom Frenchmen don’t take 
into account, considering him a usual epigone of French poetry. Quite  
a lot of classical Pushkin’s poetry, including “The Tatiana’s letter” are free 
translations from French” (Vynnychuk, 2018).

Because of these conclusions, Russophiles this time rushed at yuriy 
Vynnychuk. And again, replies to Vynnychuk contain no line of literary analyses 
or other of his words refutation – all articles-protests focus only on humiliation 
of personal or literary skills of yuriy Vynnychuk (Na Ukraine…, 2018).

As we see, the world literature appreciators have a list of questions related 
to ethics of literary plots involvement by prominent Russian writers and 
poets, who didn’t refer to the original sources of borrowed literary plots. But 
mentioning such facts in the Internet discussions always provoke flurry of 
indignation, often accompanied by non-normative vocabulary. Arguments 
have no sense – only emotions rule the game.

So, we see the situation when people ignorant in the field of literary studies 
axiomatically perceive authorship of Russian writers whose works are based 
on plots which have actually been borrowed. Instead, when the Ukrainian 
poet created a free translation of the Russian poem Russophile participants of 
the discussion accused the Ukrainian of plagiarism. Besides, in their opinion, 
Russian-speaking literary pieces should be read only in original – everyone 
should know Russian.

It is possible to explain aggression of pro-Russian internet-discussion 
participants to Ukrainian translations only by Russian chauvinism, whose 
main idea is reflected in a propagandist poster with the title: “In the matter 
of literature, Slavic-Russian language has indisputably supremacy to all 
European languages” (Foto 1).
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Foto 1.

Source: (Kvach, 2013).

Radosław Żydok emphasizes that difficulties in comparative method 
application are stipulated by the necessity of correct choice of institutions for 
comparison (Żydok, 2008). As a well-aimed illustration of such correct choice 
for comparison which illustrates technology of information manipulating 
in mass media can be considered a post, published on Facebook under the 
title “Some Words on Information Presenting”, where it is stated: “It’s rust. 
Oxygen acetifies iron. We breathe in oxygen every day. If oxygen causes 
this to a chain, then just imagine what it does to your lungs. Let’s share 
this information about danger from oxygen” (Screenshot 6). Violations of 
comparison rules are actual here – absolutely incommensurable phenomena 
have been compared: chemical influence of oxygen on iron and functions of 
living organism (breathing). The same principle is the base for comparison of 
Samuil Marshak’s and Ivan Malkovych’s poems.
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Screenshot 6.

Source: (Dubova, 2018).

Conclusions
In the article the example of comparative method rules violations 

within Internet-discussions on literary works, Samuil Marshak’s poem 
“The Absentminded Fellow” in Russian and Ivan Malkovych’s poem “The 
Absentminded Fellow” in Ukrainian, has been considered. The subject of 
the Internet discussion has been accusations of Malkovych of plagiarism and 
refutations of the necessity to translate literature in Russian into Ukrainian.

In the following research logical method of comparison has been 
characterized as a research object – the definition has been given, comparative 
method goals have been listed, classifications and types of comparison have 
been outlined; an open list of scientific disciplines where comparative method 
is the main method of scientific research has been outlined.

In order to clarify correctness of comparative method application in the 
analyzed Internet discussion the definitions of such terms as “plagiarism”, 
“literary borrowing” and “free translation” have been suggested. Comparison 
of the poems according to formal scheme of poetry analyzes which has been 
performed in the article as well as analyzes of the poems’ relevance to given 
definitions allowed refutation of Ivan Malkovych’s plagiarism and proving 
relation of Malkovych’s poem to the category of literary borrowings, in this 
case, to examples of free translation.
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To sum up, the topic of the analyzed post on Facebook (as its source on 
the author’s blog) belongs to comparative literature – comparison of analyzed 
poetry. The analyzed comparison in the article is pseudo-institutional as 
comparison objects aren’t equivalent. The author of comparison resulted in 
gross violations of comparative method rules application as he’s compared 
heterogeneous objects: he hasn’t taken two independent author’s works, but 
poem-original in Russian and its officially declared free literary translation 
in Ukrainian. According to time perspective, comparison is a diachronic 
procedure, as works representing evolution of fictional plot from one to 
another historical epoch have been compared.

Having got acquainted with texts and correspondence on the comparison’s 
author, Vladimir Kornilov, personal blog we come to conclusion that the 
comparison’s author can’t be called incompetent in distinguishing concepts 
of “artistic borrowing”, “borrowing” and “plagiarism” – i.e. taking into 
account powerful political-emotional impetus which his text bears we see 
manipulation of information directed to the incitement of readers’ emotions, 
who don’t perceive critically the information published in the networks.

The article is an example of scientifically-grounded refutation of 
information manipulations on the topic of literary works discussions. And 
because, as Tadeusz Jemioło and Andrzej Dawidczyk claim, comparative 
research is based on the statement that person’s behavior is permanent under 
the same conditions despite the place and the time (Jemioło & Dawidczyk, 
2008, p. 53) – the author hopes, that this article will be an example for further 
refutations of other informational manipulations in texts discussing topics of 
fiction or other related spheres on the Internet.

We may conclude, that in the sphere of informational security the 
comparative method provides informational aggression both as a means of 
informational manipulations (in case of comparative method rules violations) 
and anti-manipulation means which allows manipulations refutation and 
revealing the truth (comparison with following all rules of the method’s 
application).

Further comparative studies should be carried out in the direction, based 
on the thesis of Józef Buczyński about the fact that different people react 
to the same threat in different ways (Buczyński, 2011, p. 62) – reaction of 
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different society layers to the same forms of information manipulations are 
still worth considering in a more detailed way.
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